Bring It On!
Buckeye Leadership Workshop 2016
Presenters: Joe Richards & Michael Danhof
Joe and Michael hope you enjoyed learning the various games that were taught in class during BLW 2016. This
notebook section is meant to be a guide, but not an all-inclusive summary, of the games that were taught in
class, and perhaps some we didn’t get to either. Joe and Michael, unless specifically noted in class, did not
create the games that were taught. Most were learned over the years through various channels. Therefore, it is
difficult to give specific credit were due.
If any games are copyrighted, they are presented here under the Fair Use Clause under the United States Code
Title 17 Section 107.
If you have any specific questions, need clarifications, or ways to modify the games to a particular group or setting, feel
free to contact Joe at joe@pearcewilliams.org or Michael at mvdanhof@gmail.com.
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Circle Rules Football
The Circle Rules Federation is comprised of the co-creators and most avid players of the new sport, circle rules football,
invented in 2006 as a senior theatre project at NYU’s experimental theater wing.
The Basics
1. Circle rules football is played on a circular field (approx. 50 meters diameter) with one goal in the center (2 or 4 meters
wide, 3 meters tall), and a circle rules game ball
2. Each team scores through opposite directions of the same goal
3. Players can touch the ball with any part of their body so long as they do not hold it or trap it.
4. Around the goal there is a circle called the ‘key’ (6 or 8 meters diameter)
5. KEY VIOLATIONS: If a player on the defense touches the ball inside the key, the opposing team takes a penalty shot, a
direct kick 10 meters from the goal, with all other players remaining on the opposite side of the midline until the ball
crosses the midline (like a free throw). If a player on offense touches the ball inside the key, that player is suspended for
one minute with no substitute. The opposing team gets an indirect kick from the spot of the foul.
6. When playing with five or more players per team, each team is allowed only one goalkeeper inside the key. These
goalkeepers may not score for their own team, but may defend.
7. Key violations in goalkeeper games (10+ players), are all penalized as one minute suspensions. In addition, non-goalkeeper
players who enter the key but do not touch the ball are suspended for 30 seconds.
8. Goalkeepers (when applicable) have full open-hand contact with each other within the key. Striking, grappling, and contact
above the neck is prohibited. (Think of it like boxing out in basketball or offensive line in American Football)
9. Contact between players (goalkeepers excluded) is minimal. ‘Go for the ball, not the player’. Stationary picks or screens are
allowed.
10. When a goal is scored, the scoring team starts inside the key, and may kickoff in any direction they choose. The kicking
team may not leave the key until the receiving team has touched the ball.
11. An Official game is typically played in four, fifteen minute periods.

For a free rulebook with complete rules and guidelines, click this link: GET A RULEBOOK

All information gathered from: http://circlerulesfederation.usetopscore.com and used with permission. Not to be
disseminated publically or for profit without explicit permission of Greg Manley or Circle Rules Federation, LLC.
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KJKJ (Jugs)
Variation on capture the flag
Game Length



15 to 20 minutes – often played two to three times in a row

# of teams:



2 teams

# of campers/players on each team:



Ideally 30 to 50

Supplies Needed






15 to 20 tent pegs per team (even number per team). Can also use dowels,
sticks, or other longer, narrower objects of similar size.
One long rope to split the field in half (can use other methods, such as shaving
cream, non-permanent spray paint, etc.)
Two smaller lengths of rope (for creating tent peg circles).
Easy wash-off (water-based) paint to mark the two teams

Game Setup:





Place tent pegs into marked-off a circle about 10 feet across
Put the rope across the middle of the field to mark half way
Split the campers into two even teams.

How to Play




Each team tries to get all of the tent pegs into their circle.
Players run from their side to the opposite tent peg ring. Once inside the ring
they are safe. If they are tagged on their way to the ring they are frozen in
that spot.
Once a player touches a tent peg they can be chased even if inside of the ring.
If a player carrying a tent peg is tagged they are frozen and the tent peg is
returned to the circle.
To be unfrozen, a player must lock elbows with a free player and walk back to
their own side. If arms are locked, players get a free pass back to their side.







Rules:







Variations:
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The tent peg must be visible when being carried
Tent peg cannot be passed from player to player or thrown. Tt must be run
out by the same player who took it out of the ground.
Frozen players cannot move.
The game is over when the last peg is taken across the halfway point
When the number of tent pegs gets low, the circle is still there – you can
choose to arrange the pegs as you want.
You can use piles of 2L pop bottles. When a player gets a bottle they put it on
top of their head and walk back across.
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Satchel & the Sword
Length of game:



Generally 1 to 1.5hours

# of teams:



2 or more (maximum of 8 recommended)

# of campers/players on each team:



15 to 30

Supplies needed:







10 random items per team (utensils, empty plastic bottles, tent pegs, etc.)
Circle outliners (flour, rope, tape, shaving cream, etc.)
Foam “swords” [pool noodles work well too]. Need 6 swords for every 10 participants.
Long sock for each player
5 tokens for each player (buttons, marbles, plastic coins, etc.)

Game Setup:




Outline one circle per team and place the 10 random items inside the circle
Set up one or two dueling rings at an end of the playing field. Larger groups will need
two dueling rings.
Place the “swords” in the dueling rings.
Each player/camper gets a sock, and each players is given five tokens to start to put
inside the sock
Different colored paint for each team to mark them




How to Play:











Rules:










Variations:
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The general idea is that each team tries to have the most items into their circle at the
end of the game as well as the most tokens. The objects and tokens are totaled to give
a final point amount.
Each player wears a sock with tokens in it hanging from the back of their shorts.
When another player grasps the sock they challenge that player to a duel.
Duels are done with foam “swords” in the dueling rings. To win the duel you need to
immobilize your opponent by hitting both arms and both legs (think “Monty Python”).
When a player hits one of his opponent’s limbs, that limb can no longer be used.
Players from various teams can attempt to steal items from other teams’ rings. Teams
may place a guard at their ring, but the guard must be 5 giant steps from the middle of
the circle.
A staff member with a microphone can be a commentator at the dueling rings and
quietly act as the referee
A player can only carry one stolen item at a time
Players must have sock hanging out back of shorts so that it can easily be pulled out or
grabbed.
If challenged to a duel, a player may refuse to duel. If a player refuses, that player gives up one
(1) token.
If a player accepts a duel, the two players go to the dueling ring.
The winner of a duel loses two (2) tokens to the winner.
When a player runs out of tokens, they have to challenge other players to gain more tokens.
HOWEVER, a players does not need to inform their opponent that they have no tokens to give
in case of a loss.
As mentioned above, guards at their own circle need to be five (5) giant steps away from the
middle of the circle
At the end of the game tokens are worth one (1) point each, circle items are worth ten (10)
points each.

for younger players you can set up a life station so that when they run out of tokens
they can go to the life station to get more
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Sponge Wars
Time: 60-75 minutes
Materials Needed: Sponges, one for each camper, swords, 2 per team, multiple water sources, a slip n’ slide, a
speaker system

Set Up [4-6 hours]
Set up for this program is INTENSE, but it is definitely worth it. Divide your space into home bases for each
team. Each team has a circular territory (about 5 feet in diameter). In the circle is a milk jug, with two inches of
water, sitting on top of the milk crate. You will need at least one sponge per person (can be made out of old camp
mattresses.) You will also need multiple water sources (Trash cans filled with water, baby pools, a dunk tank
(optional), and central zone (slip n’ slide or bounce house) and preferably, get the fire department to come out
and spray two trucks of water over everyone. You will also need a sound system protected from the water chaos
for the facilitator to make announcements on game progress. See set-up model on the next page.

Intro to the game [5-10 minutes]
Divide the group into as many teams as necessary (3 or more teams, no more than 15 on a team). Each team has
a home base at a milk crate and is given one sword and a shield.

Sponge Wars [45 minutes (or longer)]
The point of the game is to use the sponges to knock down the other team’s milk jugs (from behind the territory
line) while protecting your own team’s milk jug, and not getting tagged by a sponge. Each team selects a medic
(a person with a sword), and a defender (the person with the shield). The defender stands in the team’s territory
and uses the shield to block incoming sponges. The medic circles the entire playing area with the sword, tagging
anyone who was frozen by a sponge. If you are not the medic or the defender (who are invincible) and you are
hit by a sponge, you must become frozen (sit on the ground). Some staff members may be designated as “Super
Medics”, who unfreeze players regardless of their team. Super Medics can never be frozen. Some staff members
may be designated as “Mercenaries”, who run around throwing sponges at everyone they see. Mercenaries can
never be frozen. There are multiple rounds of the game:
Round 1: All in: Medics, Defenders, and Mercenaries are all in play – this is the opener.
Round 2: Teapot Round: Frozen players need not wait for a Medic to unfreeze them, instead a player who has
been hit by a sponge must sing and dance to “I’m a Little Teapot” before they can resume play.
Round 3: Elimination Round: There are no Medics. Players who have been frozen remain frozen. The
Announcer/Game Leader will periodically unfreeze everyone at once.
Round 4: Invincible Round: No one is ever frozen – no Medics are necessary. This round is the end of game.
Throughout the game the announcer will do SportsCenter-type commentary, and can play music. The center of
the playing arena is a slip n’ slide element. Some players will choose to enjoy the slip and slide and ignore the
game completely.

Debrief [10 minutes]
At the end of the game, it will become evident that no one has kept score, the game ends with a celebratory
spray of the water hose. This activity does not have to be reserved for an evening program, and also works well
as a cool-the-campers-off activity.
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Assassin
Game Length



20-30 minutes

# of campers/players needed:



Best with at least 12

Supplies Needed



None

Game Setup:



Sit everyone in a circle, with legs crossed

How to Play



Everyone puts their heads down. The leader walks around the circle and taps
one person on the head. This person is the assassin.
The assassin eliminates all other players by winking at them. If you are winked
at, silently count to 10, then put your feet in the middle of the circle. To make
the game more fun, it’s best to act as if you have really had been shot (e.g.
clutch chest, scream, dramatically lay down)
If the assassin eliminates everyone, then they win.
The Assassin can be "witnessed" as well. If a player thinks they know who the
Assassin is, before they get winked at, they can say they have a suspect. The
accuser would say "I suspect that Sally is the assassin." If Sally is not the
assassin, then the accuser is eliminated and puts feet into circle.






Rules:







Variations:

Source
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The tent peg must be visible when being carried
Tent peg cannot be passed from player to player or thrown. Tt must be run
out by the same player who took it out of the ground.
Frozen players cannot move.
The game is over when the last peg is taken across the halfway point
When the number of tent pegs gets low, the circle is still there – you can
choose to arrange the pegs as you want.
If you have younger kids, you can call the game Sandman. The chosen player
winks at players and puts them to sleep.

http://www.ultimatecampresource.com/site/camp-activity/assassin.html

Protect the President
Game Length



20-30 minutes

# of campers/players needed:



At least 15 to make it work the best

Supplies Needed



Soft, volleyball-sized throw-able ball (Nerf ball, etc.)

Game Setup:



Choose or get two volunteers to be in the middle. Leader selects one as the
President and the other as the bodyguard.
All other players circle around the President and the bodyguard in a large circle


How to Play







Rules:
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The people in the circle have the ball, and throw it at the president to try and hit
him or her.
The bodyguard’s guard is to protect the president, and he/she may do anything to
block the ball with his body: jump, squat, dive, etc.
If the ball hits the President at any time, the person who threw the ball (or the last
person to touch it) then becomes the Bodyguard, the Bodyguard becomes the
President, and the President goes back into the circle.
The moment the President is hit, the new President is vulnerable, as the transition
is instantaneous. The new bodyguard must be fast at getting into the circle
to defend the new president.
Do not intentionally aim for the president’s or bodyguard’s head.
Be sure players are being smart with throws.
If players catch on and begin to toss the ball to other players in an attempt to wear
down the bodyguard, you may implement a shot clock of some sort. The games is
most fun when the ball is constantly in motion and being thrown at the president.

Rumor has it there’s gold in these here parts! It seems some crooks robbed a stage coach awhile back and hid their gold
at BLW! It’s up to you to find the gold and turn it into the Bank! But beware! Bandits are thought to be in the area! And if
that ain’t scary enough, the rumor mill says there be some Kissin’ Cousins out lurking in ‘da woods tryin’ to get a little gold
for themselves! Thank goodness for the good ‘ol boys! That’s right, state officials rounded up some Cowboys to help
protect you from the Bandits! Although, it turns out these Cowboys are a ‘lil frightened of the Kissin’ Cousins!

Roles:
Kissin’ Cousins:
The Kissin’ Cousins just want a lil’ gold for themselves. These ladies and fellas will be runnin’ about the camp with in the
boundaries of the game. The Cousins goal is to capture a player from a group (surround the player, lock arms and make
loud kissing noises). If the Cousins successfully capture a player, they are entitled to one gold nugget. Kissin’ Cousins can
also scare off Cowboys protecting groups from Bandits. Kissin’ Cousins get a map with the locations of the gold.
Bandits:
Bandits will be armed with water guns (or nerf guns if too cold). Bandits must hide in the woods. If a group walks by a
Bandit in the woods and does not see the Bandit, the Bandit can jump out and yell, “This is a stick up! Gimme’ all your
gold!” The group must give up all their gold. If a group does see the Bandit in the woods, the group says, “Shoo Bandit!
You ain’t gettin’ my gold!” The group can then pass freely at that time. If the group spots the Bandit and has a Cowboy
with them, the Bandit then has to give all the gold she has to the group. If the group has a Cowboy with them but does
not see the Bandit in the woods, the group just gets safe passage. Bandits do not get a map of where the gold is hidden.
Cowboys:
The Cowboys get to hide or wander aimlessly throughout the boundaries. If a group of campers finds a Cowboy, that group
can safely make it to the Bank without fear of Bandits. But Cowboys are afraid of the Kissin’ Cousins! So if a group with a
Cowboy encounters the Kissin’ Cousins, the Cowboy is chased off into the woods and that group no longer has protection
from Bandits. Groups that have a Cowboy with them can capture gold from Bandits if they discover a Bandit when the
group has a Cowboy.
Players:
Players are looking for the gold! If a group finds gold, they need to take it to the Bank to turn into the Banker.

Rules:
Groups must stay together! Gold will not be accepted by the Banker unless the whole group is together. Gold cannot be
taken from a Bandit unless the whole group is together and has a Cowboy with them. Groups must stay within the
boundaries. When there are 10 minutes left of the game, a bell will ring. This means groups with gold should move quickly
to the Bank. A second bell will ring signaling the end of the game. No gold will be accepted by the Bank after the final bell.
It is up to the staff to make sure the game is played fairly.
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Prisoner’s Base
Game Length



15 to 20 minutes. It is often played two to three times in a row

# of teams:



2 teams

# of campers/players on each team:



8 to 20

Supplies Needed



four (4) pylons

Game Setup:





Four (4) pylons are placed in a large rectangle or square.
Each team’s home side is behind their own two pylons
The area between the two lines created by the four pylons is the neutral zone

How to Play



Each team tries to capture all of the players from the other team in their
prisoner’s base
This game is based on the first out rule – you can only tag someone who came
out before you did, and you can only be tagged by someone who came out
after you did. Thus, you need to track who was the first out.
When a player is tagged, he/she is escorted to the capturing team’s prisoner
base pylon.
The prisoners can form a human chain of up to three (3) people off of the pylon.
Any other prisoners must stand behind the pylon
To be freed, the prisoner at the head of the pylon must be tagged by a free
team member. The freed prisoner gets a free walk back to their side. The free
player who tagged the prisoner does NOT get a free pass back to his/her side.







Rules:



The team lines extend forever out to the side

Variations:



You can use the second pylon as a freeman’s pylon. if a free player gets to
the freeman’s pylon without being touched, he/she can then either stay on
the pylon and tag any of the other team that steps out, or they can raise their
arm to signal that they are freeing the lead prisoner from the prisoners base
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Prisoner’s Base Set-up/Layout
Team 1 Home Side

Freeman’s Pylon

Prisoner Base for Team 1

Neutral Zone

Freeman’s Pylon

Prisoner Base for Team 2

Team 2 Home Side
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Atlas
Game Length



15-20 minutes

# of campers/players needed:



Best with at least 20

Supplies Needed




Large bouncy ball (such as a balance/yoga ball)
Multiple pylons/cones/plates for boundary markers

Game Setup:



Use the markers you have to create a large circle. The circle should be large
enough for players to jog around in, but small enough that people feel “cozy”

How to Play



Leader chooses one person to be Atlas. Atlas begins with the ball. Atlas can
move around as much as he wants.
Leader gives signal for all other players to begin running around inside the
circle. The objective is to hit other players with the ball. If a player is hit, he is
now on the Atlas team, and wants to hit other players to have them join the
Atlas team.
Players who were hit can no longer move. However, if they are passed the
ball, they can take three large steps in any direction. After three steps, must
try to hit a moving player, or pass the ball to another member of Atlas team.





Rules:






Only main Atlas can move around as he pleases
If a player is hit anywhere with the ball, he becomes part of Atlas team.
Hits count whether ball is in the air or on the ground.
The game is over when one player is left able to move. That person becomes
the next Atlas.

Variations:



Increase or decrease number of steps allowed when holding ball.

Source



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88RduSaYds8
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Pac Man
Game Length



15-20 minutes

# of campers/players needed:



Best with at least 20-30 (even number needed)

Supplies Needed



Towel/hat/other soft object

Game Setup:




Choose two volunteers from the crowd. These will be Pac Man and a Ghost.
All other players spread out, pair up, and link arms.

How to Play



The object of this game is for the ghost to touch Pac Man with the towel or
hat. If the ghost does this, the ghost drops the object on the ground. The old
Pac Man picks up the object and becomes the ghost and chases after the new
Pac Man (old ghost).
All the partners that are linked up are Pac Man's helpers. At any time Pac
Man can link arms with a pair of people. When this happens the person that
is on the opposite end of the new link releases and becomes the new Pac
Man. (e.g. Dan and Jane are paired up. Pac Man comes along and links arms
with Dan. This means that Jane releases and is the new Pac Man).



Rules:







Object designating ghost cannot be thrown to tag Pac Man.
Only main Atlas can move around as he pleases
If a player is hit anywhere with the ball, he becomes part of Atlas team.
Hits count whether ball is in the air or on the ground.
The game is over when one player is left able to move. That person becomes
the next Atlas.

Variations:



Have 2 ghosts and 2 Pac Mans. The rule about this type of play is that ghost 1
must chase only Pac Man 1 and ghost 2 must only chase Pac Man 2
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Sharks and Minnows
Game Length:



15-20 minutes

# of campers/players needed:



Best with at least 20

Supplies Needed:



Line markers (rope/cones/pylons), enough for two lines and sidelines (do not
need to be continuous)

Game Setup:



Set up two lines about 100 feet apart. These are the safe zones. The area
between the lines is the ocean.
Create sideline boundaries. Use judgement based on group demographics.
Ask for one volunteer. This person will be the shark. Shark stays in the middle.
The rest of the players split up evenly and line up on opposite sides facing
each other, behind the two lines. These are the minnows.





How to Play:





Rules:






Variations:
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When the sharks says “swim”, the two groups run across to the opposite side,
trying not to get tagged by the shark.
If a person is tagged then he/she stops where he/she is and stands still. Now
he/she becomes the shark’s helper. A helper cannot move his feet, but can
reach with his arms to try and tag the other minnows (the people running
across).
Once all players have made it to the other side or have been tagged, then the
shark says “swim” again. The shark and his helpers tag more people.
Game is over when only one minnow remains. The last minnow becomes the
new shark.
If a minnow runs outside the sidelines, he re-enters 5 giant steps from where
he went out and becomes a helper.
Once a minnow leaves the safe zone, he cannot return – he must attempt to
cross the ocean.
Helpers must remain on feet only (e.g. no getting on hands to attempt to
reach out farther).
After each successful minnow run, you could allow helpers to take one large
step in any direction.

Volcanoes and Craters
Game Length:



10-15 minutes

# of campers/players needed:



Best with at least 20, with even numbers

Supplies Needed:



Even number of disc cones or other objects that can easily be flipped over. If
using flat objects, be sure the sides are contrasting colors (black/white,
blue/red, yellow/green, etc.)

Game Setup:



Place all objects in playing area. Half should be on one “side”, half on the
other “side”
Split teams evenly in half. One team is the Volcanoes and the other team is
the Craters



How to Play:




Rules:
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Each team is trying, at the same time, to flip the cones over to their side. So,
the Volcano team is trying to get all the cones to look like volcanoes (upright,
or a designated color), while the craters are trying to get the cones to look like
craters (upside down, or the opposite color).
Give a set amount of time to do this (usually 1-2 minutes). When time is up
count how many cones look like craters and volcanoes.
A player can only flip one cone over at a time
Cones/objects must remain in place (e.g. can't carry the cones anywhere else)
No guarding/babysitting a cone

Nine Square in the Air
Nine Square in the Air, or just Nine Square, is an update of the classic Four Square game. You have a large 3x3 “cube” setup (see picture below) in which players stand. The goal is to be the “King” of the game for as long as you can. Official Nine
Square equipment sets can be purchased from www.9squareintheair.com, or you can make your own from PVC pipe,
wood, or if you have the welding ability, steel. You also need a fairly large, but lightweight, bouncy ball.
Basic Gameplay
1) Choose the first nine players. Choose quickly, as the game will move very fast.
a) The player with the birthday closest to that day will be in the middle square, and be King to start. All other players
fill the remaining squares (see diagram)
2) The King serves the ball from the center square to any other square by hitting the ball up and out of the top of the
center game square.
3) Players must return the ball to another player’s square.
4) If a player fails to return the ball to another player’s square, that player is out and goes to the back of the line. The
King also gets a point each time a player, other than him, gets out.
5) When a player is out, they leave their square and move to the end of the line. The other players advance to fill the
square of the player who just got out, and the next person in line moves into square one.
Rules / Modifications
1) A double hit results in that player being out.
2) No catching/carrying the ball. It must be hit with one or two hands (think volleyball rules)
3) If a player hits the ball completely out of the square (e.g. it cannot fall into another player’s square) the player that hit
it is out.
4) Spiking is generally frowned upon, but not illegal. If it gets to be a problem, do not allow the option.
5) Blocking is allowed.
6) During game play, players are not allowed to touch the game structure. Touching the game structure results in
elimination.
7) One the King gets to 10 points, he or she wins, and goes to the back of the line.

Line forms here, and new
players enter in Square One

Nine Square Equipment Set-up
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Game Rotation

Go for the Goal
This game, despite appearing to be highly active, can be played by anyone willing to walk a little. Think of it as a cross
between football and ultimate Frisbee. The goal is to “catch” a large rubber ring in the scoring zone. The biggest equalizer
in the game is that the direction of play can be changed at any time by the team throwing.
Equipment Needed
 Large rubber ring (large enough to fit a hand easily through)
 Large grassy field (at least 100ft by 200ft), marked with beginning of scoring zones at end and midfield
Basic Gameplay
 Break everyone up into two teams. Make sure all the boys and girls are evenly divided.
 One team starts with the ring at the middle of the field.
 The person with the ring is attempts to throw it to a teammate. The ring must be thrown from either a boy to a
girl, or a girl to a boy. This must continually alternate while the team is throwing.
 Offensive players spread out and run around, attempting to get open. When the ring is thrown to a player, he
must catch it by putting his hand/arm through the ring. The ring cannot be grabbed.
 If the offensive player successfully “catches” the ring, the player must stop where he caught the ring. He is now
the new thrower for the team (think of ultimate Frisbee in this sense).
 Opposing team is allowed to play defense, and can attempt to catch the ring or knock it down. If either happens,
the opposing team would then go on offense.
 At any point, the team on offense can decide to go the other direction. The thrower can be very obvious about it
by calling it out, or can be subtle, and attempt to get a single teammate to go the other way. The team on offense
can change directions while they have the ring as many times as they want.
 The object is to be tossing the ring towards A goal zone, not a specified goal zone, at all times.
 If an offensive player successfully catches the ring in the scoring zone, that team is awarded a point
 Play for 15 minutes, take a break, then play the second half.
Rules




Throwing must alternate between boys and girls
Offensive team allowed to change directions at any time
Scoring zones only have a beginning and no “back line”
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Ninja Message
Time: 60-75 minutes
Materials: Plastic baggies for each team (to be given to the kidnapped victim); a message cut into single words;
long sock for each player; raffle tickets (or something similar)

Set Up - 5 minutes
At some point you will need to stage a public kidnapping of a member of your staff (a meal time works great!).
You will need to pick a secret message, and cut it up into one word sections: example: (THE EAGLE FLIES
AT MID NOON). Each player will need to bring a long sock to the activity. Inside each sock, the players will
need to put one raffle ticket.

Intro to the game – 5-10 minutes
Make it clear during the public kidnapping who the “bad guys” are. Staff members can be Ninjas – or whatever
theme you choose. Split the group up into teams (at least three). Have all teams start at a central location. Tell the
teams that the kidnapping victim is located somewhere within the boundaries. Make sure each team knows its
players and that each player has a raffle ticket. As a facilitator, you will stay at the main location to hand out extra
raffle tickets and watch for end of game.

Ninja Message - 40 minutes (or longer)
The point of the game is to be the first team to find the kidnapped victim and collect all of the puzzle words to
complete the puzzle at the main location. At least one member of the team will need stay at the central location
to keep track of the word brought back and inform the team of information. Everyone else on the team is sent as
a search party to find the location of the kidnapped. The Ninjas (bad guys) are spread out around camp (usually
conveniently bordering boundaries) and give a clue to the whereabouts of the kidnapped. The Ninjas attempt to
tag the campers by grabbing their sock. If a sock is captured, and it has a raffle ticket in it, the Ninjas confiscate
the raffle ticket. If a player finds the location of the kidnapped, and has a raffle ticket in their possession, they can
redeem the raffle ticket for one word of the puzzle. If the player find the location of the kidnapped but does not
have a raffle ticket in their possession, they cannot retrieve a word. But, they can spread information about the
whereabouts of the kidnapped staff.

Debrief - 10 minutes
The game ends when a team successfully solves the puzzle. You can increase the time of the game by making a
longer puzzle, or decrease it by making a shorter puzzle. End the game with snack, particularly with water – as
this game usually involves a lot of running. The campers will need a signal that the game is over (ring the camp
bell, and air-horn, etc.) The kidnappers will need to bring the kidnapped staff to the central location and honor
the winners of the game.
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